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August 2002 

Dear Friends, 

I am proud to provide you with a copy of the 2001-2002 Annual Report of the Health Careers Academy. 
It outlines the many achievements and success of our students and faculty, and identifies our priorities for 
the coming year.  As you review it I hope that you, too, will feel the excitement and optimism that I feel to 
be involved in this small learning community.  Every day we are working to prepare our youth for success 
in college, while exposing them to the diverse career paths that await them in the health professions.   

This is a critical time in the development of the Health Careers Academy as a Horace Mann Charter 
School. We are maturing from a start-up organization into an established school, with strong evidence of 
our success. We have finished our fourth year, and are ready to submit our application for the renewal of 
our charter. We have begun a strategic planning process that will assure that the voices of all of our 
constituents are reflected in our school-wide five-year plan.  We continue to strengthen our curriculum 
and build the rich extracurricular life that our students deserve.  And we are working in partnership with 
Northeastern University, the City of Boston, and the Boston Public Schools to secure a suitable long-term 
home for the Academy. 

I invite you to join us in this important work by providing financial or in-kind support.  Please consider 
visiting our school and volunteering with our students as a tutor or mentor.  Help us to identify health 
careers internships, job shadowing and community service opportunities for our students.  Join the 
Friends of HCA by making a tax-deductible contribution to support our programs.  And help us to 
identify individuals and organizations you believe would support our school so that we can reach out to 
them. With our shared commitment I know that HCA will provide the educational excellence that every 
one of our students deserves. 

Respectfully, 

Elmer Freeman 
Chairperson, HCA Board of Trustees 
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Health Careers Academy 
A Horace Mann Charter School at Northeastern University 

Our Mission 

Health Careers Academy (HCA) is a college preparatory high school for Boston students exploring careers 
in health and health-related professions.  The Academy provides a supportive learning environment that 
promotes respect and embraces diversity.  Students will attain the life skills needed to become productive 
and positive members of society. 

Our Philosophy 

· 	 We offer a rigorous academic program because it is the cornerstone for success in both higher 
education and professional futures. 

· 	 We establish high expectations for effort and progress because this helps students develop the 
discipline and confidence they will need to succeed at whatever life goals they establish for 
themselves.   

· 	 We focus on health and science to excite student interest and establish relevance in education, to 
promote a career focus, and ultimately, to address the health care needs of underserved communities.   

· 	 We help our students to become responsible adult citizens by nurturing their commitment to and 
responsibility for their own community. 

· 	 We take a holistic view of the student, providing support for social, emotional and intellectual 
development, and recognizing the particular importance of families in the process of education. 

· 	 We believe that all students have the potential to achieve at high levels, and so we enroll students 
based only on their interest in exploring the health careers and their willingness to meet the challenge 
of learning with their best effort. 

· 	 We are part of a search for educational strategies that can have broader applicability and can lead to 
systemic change in the schools and in the community. 

We believe this comprehensive approach to secondary education will produce graduates who understand 
the value of learning, who have mastered important skills and knowledge, who recognize the dividends of 
hard work, and who have meaningful choices about their future.  This is how we will measure our success.   
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Health Careers Academy 


Highlights of 2001-2002: Laying the Foundation for Success 


The 2001/2002 school year has been a remarkable one for the Academy.  Our students and faculty have 
continued their commitment to excellence with the leadership of a new Headmaster and Assistant 
Headmaster for Curriculum and Instruction.  Our progress shows that we are maturing from a start-up 
organization into an established school.  The following are highlights of our activities and achievements 
this year. 

Academic Achievements 

· 	 MCAS Success In May of 2001 the math and English language arts MCAS scores for our grade ten 
students ranked HCA among the top four non-exam public high schools in Boston.  For the third year 
in a row, the Academy showed strong improvement in the average Math and English MCAS scores 
and a marked decrease in the proportion of students performing in level one.  In writing, HCA students 
outperformed their grade 10 peers statewide.  And in English language arts overall, the proportion of 
students passing the MCAS at HCA (87%) exceeded the proportion who passed in the Boston Public 
Schools (60%) and in Massachusetts overall (82%).  HCA African-American students showed 
especially strong achievement, with greatly improved scores that outperform their peers in the Boston 
Public Schools and in Massachusetts overall.   

· 	 Strong College Application and Acceptance In June of 2001 HCA graduated its largest class of 38 
students. At that time, 97% of our graduates had applied and been accepted at colleges of their choice.  
More than 70% plan to attend 4-year colleges and universities, and another 24% plan to attend 2-year 
colleges or other higher education programs.  Among those colleges our graduates will be attending 
are Northeastern University, the University of Massachusetts Lowell, Amherst and Boston campuses, 
Salem State College, Clark Atlanta University, Hampton University, and Bunker Hill Community 
College.  HCA students were also admitted to Boston College, Curry College, Regis College, 
Framingham and Bridgewater State Colleges, Morris Brown College, Wheelock College, the 
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, and Pine Manor College.   

· 	 Publication of Student Work Essays written by 20 HCA students were among 30 selected from 
hundreds of submissions for publication in the annual Boston Book of Peace.  The essays are personal 
reflections on peace and violence in our community and are written as part of the Louis D. Brown 
Peace Curriculum.  Students were honored at a gala celebration evening at the Hynes Convention 
Center. 

· 	 Science Fair The Academy held its fourth school-wide science fair, with participation of more 
than 130 students. The science fair was judged by a diverse group of internal and external judges and 
resulted in participation of ten students in the city-wide science fair.  At city-wide competition one 
HCA student received third place honors, and two received honorable mention awards.  For the first 
time ever two students represented the Academy at the state-wide science fair.    

· 	 Dual Enrollment With the support of Northeastern University, 4 HCA students were able to 
supplement their high school curriculum with undergraduate courses.  Students enrolled in applied 
math and sign language courses and were given both college and high school credit.  The success of 
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this first year experience provides the basis for expansion to enroll up to ten HCA students in the 
2002/03 school year.  

· 	 Curriculum Expansion in Science and Math For the first time the Academy added an Advanced 
Placement Biology course for upper-level senior students.  The development of this initial course 
provides the foundation for building additional honors and advanced placement courses in the 2002/03 
school year.  In mathematics the Academy has modified the curriculum so that all students end with a 
advanced math course, either Health Statistics or Calculus, in the senior year.  

Extracurricular Involvement 

· 	 Student Advisory Building on a successful ninth grade pilot, HCA expanded the student 
advisory program to include all students in grades 9 through 12.  Groups of eight to ten mixed age 
students were organized by gender with a member of the HCA staff and met weekly throughout the 
year.  All members of the faculty, staff and leadership served as advisors.  The advisory provides an 
opportunity for community building, peer support, and adult/student connection outside of the 
classroom. 

· 	 International Travel A group of six HCA students and two faculty members traveled to Oaxaca, 
Mexico during April vacation for the second language and cultural studies program.  The students 
experienced Mexican culture and Spanish language through family home stays, language classes, 
cooking, weaving and dance workshops, guided explorations of museums, pre-Columbian ruins, and 
cultural centers. Students also participated in a workshop to learn about Mexico’s unique approach to 
midwifery and natural medicine.   

· 	 Intramural Sports For the first time ever the HCA intramural sports program connected with 
other small schools to form a competitive basketball league.  The Shelburne Community Center 
generously provided the “home court” that the Academy has needed to conduct regular practices and 
games throughout the season.   

· 	 Community Service For the first time HCA senior students participated in pilot community 
service program as a part of the HCA curriculum.  Students worked weekly in community education, 
health care, and social service settings where they provided needed assistance and experienced the 
satisfaction of giving of their time and talents to those in need. The success of the pilot provides the 
framework from which we will build an expanded community service program within the Academy 
next year.   

· 	 Arts and Culture A group of seven HCA students formed Kaotic Blackout, a high-energy step 
squad that performed at the Citizen’s Bank Black History Celebration, the HCA Holiday Jubilee and 
the HCA Celebration of Student Achievement.  An HCA Chorus also provided an opportunity for 
student and faculty to perform together at the annual student awards ceremony.  

Organizational Development 
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· New Leadership The 2001/02 school year marked a change in the leadership structure of the 
Academy and the arrival of a new Headmaster and Assistant Headmaster for Curriculum and 
Instruction.  Both bring strong experiences in public school leadership and confidence in the capacity 
of our students to succeed.  HCA will reach an important milestone when it opens the 2002/03 school 
year without any changes in the leadership of the school.  

· Strategic Planning With the guidance of the Northeastern University School of Education the 
Academy is now completing the first phase of a long-term strategic plan.  A Strategic Planning 
Leadership Team was created with representation of all of the key stakeholders in the HCA 
community.  The team conducted a variety of focus groups within the HCA community and is now 
using the results to understand our strengths and areas for improvement, and to define priorities for the 
next five years.      

· Student Recruitment Interest in the Academy continues to grow.  More than 210 students applied 
for the 40 available spaces at HCA.  In June the total HCA waiting list reached 240 students. We are 
especially pleased at the ever greater number of applicants who are siblings, extended family members 
and friends of our currently enrolled students.   The positive recommendations of our students, parents 
and graduates is a powerful indicator that our school is on the right track.          

These are examples of the many efforts and achievements of our students and faculty.  We believe they 
provide strong evidence of the growth and success that is underway at the Health Careers Academy. 
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Health Careers Academy 

Defining Our Goals:  The Accountability Plan 

Like all charter schools in Massachusetts the Health Careers Academy is required to develop an 
Accountability Plan that states the goals we hold for our students and our school.  The plan defines our 
academic, extracurricular and organizational goals.  It provides the benchmark against which the 
Massachusetts Department of Education can evaluate our application for renewal of our five-year charter. 
Unlike district high schools, our continuation as a public school depends on our satisfactory progress 
toward our goals.  What follows are the overall goals we have established. Here they are stated in their 
simplest form. In the appendix we have included the detailed, measurable performance standards that will 
help us know if we are meeting these goals.  

Student Academic Performance Objectives 

· 	 The Academy will prepare and graduate skilled readers. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1:  By June 2003, 90 percent of all HCA grade 12 students will 
perform in level 2 or better on the reading portion of the MCAS examination.)    

· 	 The Academy will prepare and graduate skilled writers. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1:  By June 2003, 90 percent of all HCA grade 12 students will 
perform in level 2 or better on the writing portion of the MCAS examination.)    

· 	 The Academy will prepare and graduate students with strong math competency. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1: By June 2003, 90 percent of all grade 12 students will perform 
in level 2 or better on the math portion of the MCAS examination.)  

· 	 The Academy will graduate students who are prepared for college. 
(For example, Performance Standard 1: By the end of year five, 90% of HCA graduates will apply to 
four-year colleges.) 

· 	 The Academy will graduate students who have knowledge of diverse health careers pathways. 
(For example, Performance Standard 2:  By June 2001, every HCA graduate will prepare and present 
to a group of faculty, staff and peers, an independent research project on a health career or health care 
issues of his/her choice.) 

Youth Development Objectives 

· 	 HCA students will uphold high standards of behavior. 

· 	 HCA students will use health careers exploration activities to identify career options and define career 
interest. 
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· 	 HCA will engage students in after-school and summer extracurricular activities that promote 
leadership, youth development, and community service.   

Organizational Viability Objectives 

· 	 The Academy Board of Trustees will actively support the development and implementation of the 
school program. 

· 	 The Academy will manage enrollment and attendance to assure maximum opportunity for interested 
students. 

· 	 The Academy will be a responsible financial organization. 

· 	 The Academy will support the professional growth of each staff member in ways that are consistent 
with the mission of the school. 

· 	 The Academy will build strong home/school partnerships to support the success of every student.   

We believe that our students and our school will be successful if we work with purpose toward these 
goals. Each year the annual report provides an opportunity for us to reflect on our progress and define our 
priorities for the coming year.   
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Health Careers Academy 

Assessing our Progress: Student Academic Performance  

The Health Careers Academy has established academic performance objectives that reflect both absolute 
levels of achievement and targets for growth over time.  We recognize that the success of our students and 
school will depend on steady and purposeful progress toward our goals. There are many ways to assess 
this progress, some that are easily quantifiable and measurable, and some that are more qualitative. The 
Accountability Plan focuses first on those standardized tests that are widely recognized measures of 
achievement and improvement.  We also utilize other measures of improvement and success, such as 
attendance rates, grade level promotion rates, report card grades, college acceptance and attendance rates, 
and extracurricular involvement.   

Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) 

May 2001 marked the third year of administration of the MCAS test to HCA students.  Since the 
beginning we have worked to assure that our rigorous academic curriculum is well aligned with the 
Massachusetts curriculum frameworks and the MCAS test.  Over the last three years, in response to the 
low skill-level of our incoming students, we have implemented two school wide curriculum initiatives, in 
literacy and math.  We believe our MCAS results provide impressive evidence that these efforts are 
working. 

Please note that all MCAS scores reported here are drawn from reports prepared by the Massachusetts 
Department of Education.  Percentages may not total to 100% due to rounding. 

· 	 HCA grade ten students show stronger performance on both the math and English language 
arts MCAS tests each year, with fewer students in the level one failing category, more students 
in the proficient or advanced levels, and higher average scaled scores.     

· 	 HCA is consistently among the top performing non-exam high schools in Boston, ranking third 
in English language arts, and fourth in math in 2001.   

HCA MCAS SCORES 1999 2000 2001 

English Language Arts 

Scaled Score 223 226 234 
% Level 1 - Failing 40% 30% 13% 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 49% 52% 48% 
% Level 3 - Proficient 12% 18% 38% 
% Level 4 - Advanced 0% 0% 3% 
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HCA MCAS SCORES 1999 2000 2001 

Mathematics 

Scaled Score 213 217 226 
% Level 1 - Failing 67% 59% 40% 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 28% 33% 43% 
% Level 3 - Proficient 5% 8% 18% 
% Level 4 - Advanced 0% 0% 0% 

· 	 HCA students perform particularly well in writing, where their scores on the long composition 
section outperform grade 10 students in the Boston Public Schools, and in Massachusetts 
overall. 

MCAS Writing Assessment 
(% of Maximum Possible Score) 

HCA BPS Massachusetts 
2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001 

Overall Long Composition 66% 71% 57% 60% 64% 67% 
Topic Development 59% 63% 52% 54% 58% 60% 
Use of Writing Conventions 77% 85% 65% 69% 74% 77% 

· 	 The HCA academic program is particularly effective for our African-American students who 
show marked improvement and who outperform their peers in Boston and in Massachusetts 
overall. 

African-American Students 
Grade 10 MCAS Scores 

HCA BPS Massachusetts 
2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001 

English Language Arts 

Scaled Score 226 236 214 224 216 227 

% Level 1 - Failing 24% 15% 68% 50% 61% 40% 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 71% 40% 19% 31% 26% 36% 
% Level 3 - Proficient 6% 40% 11% 16% 12% 20% 
% Level 4 - Advanced 0% 5% 1% 3% 1% 3% 

Mathematics 
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Scaled Score 214 227 210 222 211 224 

% Level 1 – Failing 71% 35% 81% 59% 76% 52% 
% Level 2 - Needs Improvement 24% 50% 10% 26% 14% 30% 
% Level 3 - Proficient 6% 15% 6% 11% 7% 13% 
% Level 4 - Advanced 0% 0% 3% 3% 2% 3% 

The strength of our MCAS scores reflects the strength of the core academic program we have created. 
HCA students complete a four-year course sequence in each of the core academic disciplines – math, 
science, history and English.  They also take two years of foreign language and complete a foundation 
course in technology.  In our first four years we have also built a strong focus on the health sciences. The 
core science curriculum includes integrated science, biology, chemistry and either physics or an advanced 
biology.  The math curriculum includes upper-level offerings in health statistics, pre-calculus and 
calculus. All students complete a four-year course sequence in health -- a unique  curriculum that 
includes personal health and wellness, life skills and decision making, health careers exploration, health 
ethics, current health care issues, and medical terminology.  The health curriculum is complemented by 
workplace internships, job shadowing and community service experiences that focus on the diverse health 
care industry.  We believe that success in this rigorous curriculum will prepare our students and school to 
meet the five academic performance objectives we established in our Accountability Plan.   

It is important to note that in our original Accountability Plan we established performance standards 
related to math and ELA achievement and improvement on the Stanford 9 examination.  These standards 
were established to provide a measure for comparison of HCA student performance relative to their peers 
in the Boston Public Schools.  Given concerns about the alignment of the Stanford 9 test to the 
Massachusetts curriculum frameworks, as well as concerns about the overall time devoted to standardized 
testing, the Boston Public Schools decided this year to discontinue administration of the Stanford 9 test. 
This creates a gap in the external assessment tools we utilize to monitor student achievement over time. It 
will be important for the Academy to select an alternative external assessment quickly for implementation 
with the 2002/2003 school year.   

English Language Arts Curriculum Investment 

Since the fall of 2000, as part of a school-wide literacy initiative, every HCA student receives extended 
writing instruction in grades nine through eleven.  Students in grade 12 continue their work in writing, 
with a focus on college applications and essays.  At the start of the 2001/2002 school year the English 
department adopted a writing rubric that is based on the MCAS writing assessment.  English teachers used 
this rubric regularly to assess major writing assignments.  The clarity of this instrument and its consistent 
use have been helpful to both faculty and students.  A continuing priority is the expanded used of the 
rubric to assess student writing across the disciplines.   

During this school year important changes were made to the grade nine English language arts program. 
Accountability for independent reading was included as part of the grade nine curriculum.  Over the 
course of the year every student read at least 1000 pages of independent reading outside of school, 
selecting genres and subjects of individual interest with guidance from his/her English teacher.  (Some 
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students, discovering or rediscovering their love of reading, read much more!) Every student submitted a 
short reflection after each chapter to assure their continued progress.  Significant change was also 
underway in writing, where students wrote for 15 minutes every day as part of his/her English class.  They 
wrote about subjects of importance to them in personal writing notebooks.  Their work became the basis 
for publication of two student-edited magazines, with essay developed by every ninth grade student. 
These magazines provide strong evidence of both their developing skills and the power of their ideas and 
voices. Our method is simple and clear. The way to build excellence in reading and writing, is by doing it 
more and more. 

During the summer of 2001 and throughout the 2001/2002 year the Academy continued its 
implementation of the Boystown reading intervention for students reading below grade level.  Students in 
grades nine, ten and eleven are evaluated using the Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) assessment upon 
entry, and at the start and conclusion of each year.  This allows us to identify those most in need of 
support for inclusion in the small reading classes.  It also allows us to monitor the reading level progress 
of our students. (As we go to press the spring SRI scores for our students are not available.  An analysis 
of these scores will provide needed evidence of our reading progress this year.) 

Math Curriculum Investment 

At the same time that the Academy adopted the school-wide literacy initiative we made significant 
changes to the math curriculum.  Additional time was built into the academic program for all students in 
grades nine and ten, and a new curriculum was adopted. The core Math Connections curriculum was 
selected in part because of its stronger alignment with the statewide curriculum frameworks and the 
MCAS examination.  The curriculum was adopted in grade nine during the 2000/2001 school year, and 
was expanded to include grade ten in the 2001/2002 school year.  With supplemental math lab time the 
Academy has utilized a variety of strategies including skill-building software applications, a self-paced 
math skills curriculum, and a project-based learning curriculum.  At the upper levels the Academy has 
differentiated its math offerings to include health statistics, pre-calculus and calculus.   

The changes we have made to the math curriculum provide for a differentiated program beyond grade ten. 
While all students receive the integrated algebra and geometry curriculum in grades nine and ten, the 
grade eleven program has varied over the years to include pre-calculus, trigonometry, and advanced 
algebra.  Since the 2000/2001 school year, the grade twelve curriculum has included advanced math 
courses in either Health Statistics or Calculus.  Achievement in either course provides a strong standard 
against which to measure our student’s readiness for college-level math coursework.  The continuing 
challenge is to develop and implement assessment tools for these courses that will provide credible 
evidence of the knowledge and skills our students possess.  A model for this exists in the integration 
across math and science at the grade 12 level.  Students must demonstrate their knowledge of the 
scientific method, data gathering and advanced statistical analysis from the Health Statistics course in 
their required science fair project. We are confident that a strong curriculum is now in place, and will 
need to focus on the related assessment issues in the coming year.   
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New Curriculum Development 

The 2001/2002 school year was a time of continued investment in the core HCA curriculum.  While we 
are a small school with focused academic offerings, we are making important strides to differentiate our 
academic program to meet the needs of our students. These include advanced offerings for students who 
are ready for additional challenge and intensive supports for students with special educational needs.   

· 	 For the first time ever the Academy offered an advanced placement course in Biology to a group of 
eight grade 12 students.  The offering sets the stage for expansion of advanced placement and honors 
courses in science during the 2002/2003 school year. 

· 	 During the second half of the year, involvement of faculty members from the Northeastern University 
Bouve College of Health Sciences helped to reframe and expand the four-year health careers 
curriculum to include content in exercise physiology, nutrition, life planning, moral medicine, physical 
and occupational therapy, and medical terminology.   The expansion of the health and health careers 
course sequence is essential to fully realize our mission.   

· 	 HCA offered a very well attended after-school MCAS support program for students in grade ten and 
eleven who were preparing to take the MCAS exam.  Through a partnership with Jobs for Youth, our 
grade eleven students were provided an opportunity to utilize PLATO, an advanced computer aided 
instruction tool that addresses individual student performance gaps in reading and mathematics.  The 
interactive tutorials proved particularly engaging for these older students.  More than 30 students in 
grade ten elected to work after school with HCA teachers over a period of 12 weeks to strengthen their 
skills and to become more familiar with the types of questions they would encounter on the MCAS 
examination.   

· 	 Grade 12 students were involved in a community service initiative during the second half of the year, 
contributing more than 30 hours each in local education, health care and social service agencies 
throughout the city.  For some students, this marked an extension of their existing commitment to 
service. For others it provided an opportunity to experience for the first time the power of giving of 
oneself to help others in need.  The community service curriculum will be expanded in the coming 
year.   

· 	 An elective course in Health Economics was piloted for grade eleven students.  Students learned to 
understand key economic concepts of supply and demand, inflation, capitalism, and competition 
through a study of the health care marketplace, and they explored the organization of health services 
delivery in our country.  The course will be included in the health sciences sequence in the coming 
year.      

Curriculum development continues to be a priority for the Academy.  We focus our efforts in response to 
changing curriculum frameworks and standards, and better understanding of our student’s skills and 
interests.  These investments were made to strengthen individual courses and to provide a cohesive 
program of study that will prepare Academy students well for the rigorous testing they will face along the 
pathway to higher education.   

College Preparation 
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Like all college preparatory high schools, the Health Careers Academy will measure its success by the 
commitment of our students to pursue higher education, and their success in realizing that goal.  For 
students who aspire to professional careers in health care, higher education is essential. To encourage 
early planning and exploration, eleventh grade students attend Black, Hispanic, and City-Wide College 
Fairs.  We hope to provide this opportunity for grade ten students as well.  One HCA parent, working with 
the leadership of the junior class, organized a tour of historically black colleges for nine students during 
the April vacation. Our grade twelve students participate in a senior seminar during the fall semester to 
help them organize and focus on the college application process.  Each student benefits from individual 
guidance and support in the development of their personal statement.  A financial aid planning seminar is 
offered to parents to help them plan for their child’s education.     

Our goal is to see an increasing proportion of our students applying to and being accepted at four-year 
colleges of their choice.  We also expect to see rising SAT scores for our students. These measures will 
provide assurance that our students’ academic achievements demonstrate a readiness for college. 

HCA COLLEGE PREPARATION  

1999 2000 2001 2002 
Graduates Graduates Graduates Graduates 

Number of Graduates 35 19 20 38 

Applied to four-year colleges Unavailable 84% 95% 87% 

Accepted at four-year colleges Unavailable 84% 85% 79% 

Attending four-year colleges 26% 63% 65% 71% 

Attending two-year colleges or 
other higher education programs 

60% 16% 35% 24% 

Not attending at this time 14% 21% None 5% 

Average combined math and 
verbal SAT Score 

727 915 896 813 

The commitment of our graduates to realize their dreams is impressive. This year 95% of our graduates 
plan to pursue higher education in the fall. Only one student made the decision not to apply at this time. 
Many of our graduates will be the first in their family to attend college. Despite small graduating classes, 
where a difference of one or two students can magnify changes in the data from year to year, we have met 
or been very close to the college application and acceptance standards we established in accountability 
plan. The growth we had hoped to see in the SAT scores of our graduates has proven more elusive. 
Though we have offered SAT preparation to our students, we have not yet developed a successful contract 
relationship with a well-regarded SAT preparation course provider, nor have we adopted internally a 
comprehensive SAT preparation curriculum.  Our offerings have varied widely during our first four years, 
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as has student participation.  Because of the continuing importance of success on the SAT to the 
educational opportunities for our students, we will continue to make this a priority in the coming year. 

There is good reason for our confidence that the Academy is making progress toward the academic 
performance standards established in the Accountability Plan.  Strong MCAS performance relative to 
other schools serving comparable students, literacy gains, stronger math achievements, and college 
acceptance show that the Academy is headed in the right direction.  Curriculum investments in math, 
science, and health careers position the Academy well for the coming year.   
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Health Careers Academy 

Assessing Our Progress:  Youth Development  

Beyond their academic pursuits, the Academy works with students to support a variety of youth 
leadership, peer support, and extracurricular activities.  Here we summarize the highlights from the 
current year in the areas of extracurricular involvement and youth leadership.   

Advisory 

During the 2001/2002 school year the Academy implemented a school-wide faculty/student advising 
program for the first time.  The advisory program evolved from our successful grade nine pilot program 
and was designed thoughtfully to address particular concerns within our school community.  Advisory 
groups included students from different grades to counter the strong divisions that exist by grade level. 
Students were grouped with advisors of the same gender in an effort to provide support for the small 
population of young men in our school.  And all members of the leadership, faculty and staff participated 
as advisors, to make the advisory groups as small as possible and to provide opportunities for closer 
student interaction for non-teaching staff.  All advisors participated in a number of training and planning 
sessions at the start of the year.  Advisory groups met twice weekly for the first half of the year, and then 
once weekly for a longer period during the second half of the year.   

Many advisories hosted guest speakers in career fields of interest to the students.  Many used the advisory 
time to involve students in crafts and creative activities, a welcome respite from the rigors of the academic 
program. Some advisories joined together to participate in community service.  Others used advisory to 
focus on social and developmental issues of concern to students, drawing students into discussion about 
the school climate and culture. Though the curriculum and activities differed greatly, advisory served as a 
needed outlet for students to interact socially with peers, and to develop relationships that might otherwise 
not have been possible. It brought young people into contact with caring adults in an environment not 
complicated by academic expectations.  The school-wide advisory program will continue in the next 
school year, with improvements based on our reflections on this first year.     

Extracurricular Activities 

The hallways of the Health Careers Academy are filled each afternoon with students who choose to stay at 
school for varied reasons. Very often students stay (or arrive very early!) to access the technology lab, to 
participate in tutoring, to meet with a teacher for extra help, or to attend an MCAS or SAT preparation 
after school course. But there are also students who choose to be involved in diverse extracurricular 
activities based on common faculty and student interest.  These connections outside the classroom often 
spark a student’s commitment to school. They promote a sense of community and involvement, and can 
lead to higher academic achievement.    
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· 	 A group of six HCA students and two faculty members traveled to Oaxaca, Mexico during April 
vacation for the second language and cultural studies program.  They worked after-school throughout 
the year to strengthen their Spanish skills and to raise funds to support their travel.  The students 
experienced Mexican culture and Spanish language through family home stays, language classes, 
cooking, weaving and dance workshops, guided explorations of museums, pre-Columbian ruins, and 
cultural centers. Students also participated in a workshop to learn about Mexico’s unique approach to 
midwifery and natural medicine.   

· 	 Kaotic Blackout is the step-squad created by seven HCA students.  The hallways echo with the sounds 
of their teamwork, determination and commitment to practice. This year, in addition to performances 
at HCA school-wide events, the team was invited to perform at the Citizen’s Bank Celebration of 
Black History. 

· 	 Through the generosity of the Shelburne Center, the boys and girls intramural basketball teams this 
year had the “home court” they have needed to hold regular practices, host intramural games, and 
participate in a competitive Friday League with other small high schools.  Their hard work paid off 
with victories to close the season! 

· 	 Seven grade 10 students were accepted to the Health Professions Education Program of the American 
Medical Association, hosted at Harvard University Medical School.  Over six Saturday sessions 
students learned about successful minority health professionals and explored the pathways from high 
school into different health professions.     

· 	 The HCA Chorus provided an opportunity for students and faculty to share their love of music, 
especially gospel music.  The group performed at the Holiday Jubilee and the Celebration of Student 
Achievement. 

· 	 Chess and other board games are making a comeback amidst the video games at HCA, in an after-
school games club that provided faculty members and students an opportunity for relaxation and 
community-building outside of the classroom. 

· 	 A group of grade nine students participated in a nine-week theatre program organized by the Urban 
Improv organization.  Students explored issues of peer pressure, teen self esteem, prejudice, violence 
and substance abuse through creative, imaginative and interactive lessons.   

We know that diverse extracurricular offerings will enrich the life of our school.  The continued 
involvement of faculty members and students to create and sustain such activities is a continuing priority 
for the coming year.   

New Student Orientation 

In August 2001, for the third year, the Academy offered a three-day new student orientation program.  The 
orientation was planned and led by HCA upper-grade students, with guidance and support from an HCA 
faculty member and a consultant.  The orientation provided an opportunity to reduce uncertainty for new 
students, to establish peer connections, and to begin the process of integration into the Academy culture.  
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Senior Activities 

As we complete our fourth year, with our largest graduating class, it is clear that senior traditions have 
taken root here. The prom and the yearbook are well-established parts of the senior experience.  With the 
guidance and support of a dedicated senior class advisor, our students are taking initiative and leadership 
for these activities. Students have taken primary responsibility for planning the prom, a holiday jubilee 
and talent show, a fashion show, and countless fundraising efforts to support their activities.  These efforts 
demonstrate a growing sense of community among HCA students, and a strong capacity for leadership.    

Student Behavior 

During the 2001-2002 school year the staff of the Academy continued its commitment to building a more 
purposeful learning environment at our school.  While our location at Northeastern University is a great 
strength, the urban, open campus also presents a challenge.  Our students must become accustomed to 
new-found freedoms associated with open spaces, access to food courts for lunch, crossing campus to 
reach classes held in satellite buildings, and interaction with college students, faculty and staff members. 
With guidance and limits, our students are maturing into responsible members of the university 
environment. 

Though HCA is recognized as a very safe school, there continue to be incidents where student behavior 
warrants suspension. These incidents are declining each year, and they were markedly lower this year. 
They reflect our continuing commitment to fair and full enforcement of the HCA Code of Conduct. 
During the 2001/2002 school year there were 12 student suspensions, involving 11 students, for a total of 
53 school days.  Only one student was suspended more than once.  The incidents prompting these 
suspensions involved serious infractions of our school code of conduct, including fighting, threatening 
behavior, and shoplifting. 
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Health Careers Academy 

Assessing Our Progress: Organizational and Financial Viability  

Board of Trustees Leadership 

The Academy is governed by a Board of Trustees that is accountable to the Department of Education for 
the operation of the school in compliance with the terms of its charter.  A listing of Trustees and their 
affiliations is provided in the appendix.   Among the primary responsibilities of the Board are approval of 
academic program and related policies, approval of the annual budget to support the activities of the 
school, and selection and evaluation of the Academy director.   

The Board of Trustees met in public session eight times during the school year, generally on the second 
Wednesday of each month.  No written complaints were received by the Trustees during the year.  During 
that time the Board operated with a core of nine trustees, rather than the intended fourteen envisioned in 
the by-laws.  With the 2001/2002 school year, three new trustees joined the Board, representing three key 
stakeholders – parents, health professions education, and the health care community.  For the 2002/2003 
school year the Board faces the challenge of identifying new members who can bring varied skills and 
strengths to the Board, and who can commit to regular participation in all meetings. Addressing these 
issues is critical to providing stable leadership for the Academy and guidance for the Executive Director. 
It is also required to meet the goals we established for our school in the Accountability Plan.        

Leadership Transition and Continuity 

During the summer of 2001 the Board of Trustees made the decision to change the Academy’s leadership 
structure, creating separate roles for an Executive Director and Program Director. While the Program 
Director continues to have primary responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the school, it is the new 
Executive Director who provides overall guidance and supervision of the leadership team, with particular 
responsibility for the fundraising, board development, and long-term planning needs of the school. The 
Board’s intent was to more clearly separate the day-to-day management of the school from the long-term 
planning functions, so that both receive the attention they deserve.   

The full implementation of this model is still underway.  Ms. Peggy Pickering, who has been with the 
Academy since its inception and served as Interim Director during the 2000/2001 school year, assumed 
the role of Program Director.  She provided needed continuity in leadership for both faculty and staff.  Mr. 
Albert Holland joined the Academy in September 2001 to assume the new role of Headmaster.  Mr. 
Holland brings a long history of commitment to the students of Boston.  In his roles as headmaster, 
Assistant Superintendent for high schools, and Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff, he has been 
among the most prominent voices for innovation and change within the Boston Public Schools. At the 
same time the Academy welcomed a new, full-time Assistant Headmaster of Curriculum and Instruction, 
Ms. Caren Walker. From her work as a teacher and curriculum coordinator Ms. Walker brings a 
particular focus on math and science to the Academy.  It is important that for the first time in its history 
the Academy will bridge the transition from year four to year five without a change in the leadership team 
of the school. 
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Strategic Planning 

In the spring of 2001, in preparation for the application for renewal of our charter, the Academy launched 
a comprehensive strategic planning process.  Consultants from the Northeastern University School of 
Education were engaged to facilitate the process, and members of the Academy community representing 
all stakeholders were selected to the Strategic Planning Leadership Team.  The group hosted a number of 
focus groups with faculty, students, parents and school leaders to better understand the strengths of the 
school and its areas for improvements.  The team is now working to complete a five-year strategic plan for 
presentation to the Board and the school community in the fall.   

Financial Stability 

The Health Careers Academy operated with total revenues of $2,373,396 and total expenditures of 
$2,148,382 in FY 2000/2001.  The primary source of funding for the school is the per-capita tuition that is 
provided to the Academy by the City of Boston based on student enrollment.  Tuition accounted for 
$2,104,612, or 89% of the revenue in FY 2002. It is clear, however, that public tuition alone will not be 
sufficient to implement all aspects of the Academy program.  The Academy will need to secure funds 
from other sources to fully support current spending, and to accumulate an  appropriate level of reserves 
for longer term capital expenditures and contingencies.      

The table below provides an overview of the actual Academy budget for FY 2001/2002 and the planned 
budget for FY 2002/2003.  More detailed preliminary financial statements are included in the appendix. 
Final financial statements will be made available following completion of our independent financial audit 
by January 1, 2003. 

Health Careers Academy  -- Overview of Annual Operating Budget

 Actual (Unaudited) Planned 
FY 2001/2002 FY 2002/2003 

BPS Tuition and Supplemental Support $2,104,612 $ 2,085,840 
State/Federal Grants  
 Title One $ 80,958 $ 88,664 

Special Education Entitlement $ 14,175 $ 18,462 
Special Ed Professional Development $ 7,500 $ 7,500 
Title VI $ 2,399 $0 

 Title V $0 $399 
 Title IIA $0 $15,345 
 Title IID $0 $ 3,016 
 Eisenhower Profession Development $ 2,008 $ 0 

Class Size Reduction $ 12,944 $ 0 
Academic Support Services $ 14,000 $21, 000 

 Safe Schools $ 1,800 $ 0 
Other $ 84,650 $0 
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Private Funds 
 Private Donations $ 37,350 

Annenberg Challenge Grant $ 25,000 $ 25,000 

Total Revenues $2,373,396 $2,265,226 

Instructional Personnel $ 975,387 $ 1,101,111 
Student Support Personnel $ 141,644 $ 147,047 
Administrative Personnel $ 400,112 $ 355, 012 
Employee Benefits $ 210,773 $ 217,064 
Student Transportation $ 81,488 $ 103,930 
BPS Business Services $ 62,792 $ 79,800 
Facilities $ 135,651 $ 109,500 
Contracted Services $ 58,525 $ 121,500 
Program Supplies/Equipment $ 82,010 $ 28,700 

Total Expenditures $ 2,148,382 $ 2,263,665 

It is important to note that this year, as in recent years, the Academy has relied on funds that were retained 
from the prior fiscal year to support the operation of the school.  In general, these retained funds 
accumulated from salary savings associated with unfilled positions in the school.  Without these carryover 
funds, the operating revenue for each fiscal year would not have been sufficient to fund planned 
expenditures.  The Board recognizes the importance of stable, long-term funding from private sources and 
has made this a priority for its FY 2002/2003 efforts.     

Enrollment Management 

We are proud that the daily attendance rate for the 2001/2002 school year was 95.5%, a rate that again 
meets our goal of 95%.  We will continue to focus on consistent attendance with our students and their 
families because we know that it is a cornerstone of student achievement.   

Interest in the Academy is strong and growing.  Each year the Academy receives more inquiries and more 
completed applications from prospective students and their families.  We have received 210 new 
applications for available spaces for the 2002/2002 school year.  Forty students were admitted at the time 
of the March lottery, and the remaining 170 were added to our ranked waiting list by grade.  This brings 
the total waiting list to 240 students.  The Academy draws from the waiting list for summer admissions as 
well as for mid-year enrollment.  We continue to work to improve the process for filling vacancies that 
arise part-way through the year, and have found that filling these spaces in grades ten through twelve is 
particularly difficult.  This is essential to assure that our actual membership closely matches our targeted 
enrollment each year.      

As a school we hope to minimize the withdrawals of students.  Inevitably, however, there are students 
who leave us because they are looking for something we cannot provide – for example a competitive 
sports team, a shorter school day, a less rigorous academic program, or a shorter commute to school. 
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During the 2001/2002 school year, five students withdrew from the Academy and chose to enroll in other 
Boston public schools.  Another three withdrew from school entirely, following long periods of absence, 
without plans to enroll in other schools at that time.  These eight students represent about five percent of 
our average enrollment.  Though we continue to work to meet the needs of all of our students, we 
recognize that some students will choose other options.  This level of turnover meets the goal we 
established for our school in the accountability plan.  There were also three students who left the Academy 
because their families relocated outside of the area, and three students who never attended the Academy 
despite their initial acceptance of admission. Such turnover of students is inevitable and beyond our 
influence. 

The charter of the Academy allows enrollment of up to 220 students, and we hope to reach that goal in the 
near future. This would provide greater flexibility for more diverse academic offerings as well as a more 
stable financial base to support our efforts.  Northeastern University permitted the Academy to modify 
additional classroom space within Cahners Hall during the summer of 2001.  This allowed larger 
enrollment beginning with the 2001/2002 school year. However, given tremendous facilities pressure on 
their main campus,  Northeastern University has agreed to extend our license agreement only through June 
of 2004. We are working in partnership with the University, the City of Boston and the Boston Public 
Schools to resolve our long-term facility issue.  Our continuing priority is to secure and develop a suitable 
home in close proximity to the Northeastern campus.  

Staff Development and Competency 

During the 2001-2002 school year we continued to provide every teacher scheduled time during the school 
day for collaboration with colleagues, either within or across disciplines.  Teachers use this time for 
mentoring, curriculum planning and reflection.  All members of the faculty and staff also participate in a 
weekly school-wide planning and professional development meeting.  These forums provide important 
opportunities for communication, sharing best practices, and looking at student work.   

This year provided an opportunity for many individuals and organizations to visit the Academy. HCA 
provided a site for field experiences for Northeastern University education and health education students. 
Members of our faculty served as mentors for student teachers, supervising their initial classroom teaching 
experiences, and sharing successful teaching practices.  Through a grant from the National Science 
Foundation, HCA parents, students and staff participated in a research project entitled Pathways to 
Success: How the Structure and Culture of Schools Influence Academic Performance. The project was 
administered by researchers from the Harvard University Graduate School of Education, under the 
guidance of Dr. Pedro Noguera.  The goal of this work is to help high schools developed policies and 
practices that will make it possible for more students to overcome the obstacles that limit their academic 
success.  We are hopeful that the lessons learned from this work will help to shape our future policies and 
decisions. 

Inevitably each year brings the departure of some members of the staff and the arrival of new individuals. 
This year the Academy welcomed eleven new people, eight teachers in full-time and part-time positions, 
and three administrators, representing about 38% of staff for the year.  One teacher left the Academy early 
in the year to pursue other teaching opportunities that would better match her interests and skills.  As we 
close the year, we know that one of our English teachers has made the decision to retire after many years 
in the public schools. Two other teachers will also not return in September.  One has chosen to pursue 
work in a different career field out of state.  The other will not return because her experience and 
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certification no longer match the needs of our changing academic program.  Even when we fill these 
positions we are confident that our students will find a stable returning staff when they return in the fall. 
A roster of our faculty, with information about these transitions,  is included as an appendix. 

Parent/Guardian Involvement 

Each year the Academy creates a variety of opportunities for families to be involved in the life of the 
school. Some activities are designed to be sure that parents have current information about the progress of 
their individual student.  Two parent/teacher conference nights were held, one in the fall and one in the 
spring.  These scheduled appointments allow parents to talk individually with each of the child’s teachers. 
Parents also received periodic written progress reports for their students, providing information about 
performance on homework, classwork, tests and projects.  Parents of students at particular academic risk 
are included in the planning of a contract which is designed to support the student.  Our goal is to be sure 
that parents have the information they need to support their child’s academic achievement.   

Other events are designed to provide information to families about activities of the school.  The fall 
curriculum open house provides an opportunity for parents to learn about the curriculum and meet the 
HCA faculty.  Frequent written communications are mailed to all families, and increasingly they are 
provided in both Spanish and English. Some activities are designed to assure that parents have a voice in 
the planning and policy development actions of the school.  All parents are members of the Parent 
Council, which met three times during the year. The parent council provides a place for parents to interact 
with school leaders, to learn about activities of the school, and to help shape plans for the future.  One 
parent serves as a member of the Board of Trustees, providing a liaison between the Parent Council and 
the Board to assure that parent concerns are raised within our governing body.  Finally, we create 
opportunities for parents to celebrate and showcase of their student’s talents and achievements, through 
the Holiday Jubilee and the Annual Awards Ceremony.  While we know there will always be room for 
improvement we are confident that we are creating the kind of partnership with parents that is essential to 
success for our students and our school. 
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Health Careers Academy 

Charting the Course for the 2002/2003 School Year 

Each year the Academy invests significant effort in the kind of reflection and analysis that helps us 
prioritize our academic, extracurricular, and organizational initiatives for the future.  We seek to commit 
ourselves to the few things that are most important to reaching the goals and objectives we set for our 
students and our school.  What follows are the priorities we have established for the FY 2002/2003 school 
year in the five areas of faculty development, curriculum development, academic support, youth 
development, and organizational viability.   

1. Faculty Development  

Assessment Process     In recent years HCA teachers have worked to develop detailed course syllabi that 
provide students and their parents with clear information about course content, objectives, activities and 
expectations.  Increasingly they also provide grading rubrics for each assignment that help students assess 
their own work against clearly defined standards.  Students understand better how their grades are derived, 
and they can see what they need to do to improve their level of achievement.  The challenge now is to 
assure that our internally developed standards and assessment processes are consistent within the 
Academy, and credible to the external world.  We need to be sure that all teachers are holding students to 
common standards of what they should know and be able to do in each course and at each grade level. 
And we need to be sure that our assessment mechanisms accurately measure the knowledge and skills we 
seek. In the coming year our teachers will be trained in a collaborative process of examining student work 
over time. This process supports three goals. It helps teachers to identify students needs.  It allows 
assessment of individual student progress over time.  And it provides an ongoing mechanism for teachers 
to reflect on the effectiveness of their teaching.  This will be a major professional development initiative 
within the school. 

Reading Training To better integrate instruction of reading into the English language arts curriculum 
we will training all of our English teachers in the Boystown reading intervention.  This will allow our 
English teachers to work intensively with the students who most need their support, and will expand our 
capacity to offer additional reading sections.   

SPED Accommodation   While some of the special education students at HCA receive individual or 
small group instruction with our Special Education Coordinator, most of their instruction occurs with their 
peers in the regular classroom setting.  This model depends on the effectiveness of all teachers to reach 
students of different skill levels and learning styles.  Teachers work to differentiate their curriculum their 
teaching, and their assignments to challenge all students.  All HCA teachers need support in creating 
appropriate accommodations within their curriculum to reach students with special needs.  This will be a 
priority for individual and school-wide professional development activities during the 2002/2003 school 
year. 

2. Curriculum Development 
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Health Sciences Work is already underway to continue the process of revising our health education 
and health careers curriculum.  We expect to expand the four-year course sequence from one semester 
each year to encompass a full-year course in each of the four years.  With the help of the leadership and 
faculty of the Bouve College of Health Sciences at Northeastern we are working to bring a more hands-on 
focus to the courses – including content in physical therapy, occupational therapy, patient care, medical 
laboratory and sports medicine.  We will also expand the curriculum to include a stronger focus on 
nutrition, wellness, and life planning.   

Honors and Advanced Placement Science   Based on the success of our Advanced Placement Biology 
pilot this year, we are working to create an honors course sequence in science.  Students will begin their 
four-year science course sequence with Active Physics, and will have opportunities to take honors biology 
or honors chemistry before taking an Advanced Placement course in the senior year.  These changes will 
strengthen the science coursework and assure that our students have the foundation they need to pursue 
college level sciences upon graduation.  

World Language As a small high school it is difficult for HCA to offer the range of languages that 
are of interest to our students.  We recognize, however, that a two-year course sequence in Spanish is 
insufficient for native speakers and for those who are seeking admission to competitive colleges.  In 
addition, our students are increasingly arriving with strong elementary and middle school world language 
experience, and are ready to continue their language study in grade nine.  Beginning in 2002/2003 we will 
offer Spanish in grades nine through eleven, with the goal of offering three years of world language to all 
of our graduates.  We will also differentiate our Spanish curriculum to provide a more advanced course of 
study for native speakers and for those who come to the Academy with a strong basic foundation.   

3. Academic Support 

HCA Learning Center During the 2002/2003 school year the Academy expects to launch the HCA 
Learning Center.  The initiative will provide a home for the many academic support and extracurricular 
activities of the school. The HCA Learning Center will become a central resource for parents and students 
to access programs and services outside of the classroom environment.  With a leadership and 
accountability of a new Learning Center Coordinator we expect to strengthen and expand our work in five 
critical areas: academic support, extracurricular activities, parent involvement, health care engagement 
activities, and student/family support efforts.  

SAT/MCAS Preparation During the 2002/2003 school year we will expand the activities initiated this 
year to support students as they prepare for both the MCAS and SAT examinations.  Our goal is to 
provide an opportunity for every HCA student in grade 10 and 11 to access these programs at no cost.   

4. Youth Development 

Health Care Engagement HCA has not yet developed the full range of opportunities it envisioned for 
learning about the health professions.  While the revision of the health sciences curriculum is an important 
foundation, it must be complemented by “real world” experiences that allow our students to experience 
first hand the opportunities available to them in health care.  Feedback from our students tells us that these 
experiences are essential to their emerging sense of their own career aspirations.  In the coming year we 
will commit ourselves to expanding the internship program, to bringing more health professionals into the 
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classrooms as visitors, and to providing community service and enrichment experiences in health care 
settings.  We recognize that this work is essential to fully realize our mission.   

5.  Organizational Viability 

Charter Renewal Process By August 1, 2002 HCA will submit to the Department of Education its 
application for renewal of our five-year charter.  The renewal process allows us to present evidence of our 
achievements to date, and to establish our goals and priorities for the next five years. The renewal process 
includes an intensive four-day site visit to our school that will take place in October.  We expect a 
decision on the renewal of our charter from the Commissioner of the Department of Education not later 
than January of 2003.    

Strategic Planning Process The initial work of the Strategic Planning Leadership Team will be 
completed in the summer of 2002. The team will present to the Board of Trustees and the HCA school 
community a five-year plan that establishes the goals we hold for our students and our school. During the 
school year members of the leadership and faculty will work together to be sure that our resources and 
efforts are well aligned with the plan.  The development of specific action plans that will help us realize 
our goals, and the creation of a clear system of internal accountability for progress, will be essential 
aspects of the work in the fall. 

Clarity of Roles and Systems   Like many organizations in our stage of development, the Academy is 
growing from being a start-up organization into an established school.  Changes in leadership and staffing, 
as well as changes in our leadership structure, make it necessary for us to clarify roles and expectations, 
and to strengthen the systems that will allow our school to run smoothly.  The work to update job 
descriptions and expectations, define processes for improved communication, and gather and monitor 
needed data will be a priority for the next school year.            

Relationship Building with Northeastern University   A continuing priority for our work in 2002/2003 
is strengthening and expanding our relationship with individuals and organizations at Northeastern who 
share our commitment to education and youth development.  We will continue to host aspiring teachers, 
co-op students, and Americorp students who seek community placements in education.  We are working 
closely with the science departments to expand opportunities for lab experiences for our students. We will 
work with the Bouve College of Health Sciences to connect our students with college students in the 
health professions to provide needed mentoring opportunities.  And we expect to have more HCA 
students enroll in undergraduate classes for both college and high school credit.  We make this work a 
priority because we know it brings richness to the experience of HCA students.   

Finding a Long-Term Home The Academy is working in partnership with the City of Boston, the 
Boston Public Schools, and Northeastern University to find a suitable long-term home for the Academy 
when the term of our agreement expires in June 2004.  While Northeastern clearly supports our mission 
and our work, internal facilities needs will make it difficult for the university to accommodate our need 
for growth.  We recognize the many benefits to our students and faculty of being on a college campus, and 
we seek a more permanent home elsewhere on campus or in close proximity.   

Fundraising Each year the Academy requires substantial additional revenue to supplement the tuition 
that is provided to us based on our student enrollment.  The work of fundraising takes on additional 
importance as we work to create the HCA Learning Center and plan for a long-term home. With the 
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2002/2003 school year we expect to work closely with an experienced grant writer to identify and pursue 
fundraising opportunities with individuals, corporations, local and national foundations. 

Conclusion 

The Health Careers Academy has come a long way since its inception fours years ago.  The creation of 
this annual report each year brings discipline to the process of reflection.  We have the opportunity to 
document and remember our strengths, and the obligation to acknowledge where we have not yet 
succeeded. We have accomplished much already.  Our school is thriving despite significant changes in 
leadership, the strains of organizational development, and a facility that is inadequate.  We remain focused 
on our mission. We are clear about what we hope to accomplish with our students.  We know that if they 
are to reach success in higher education and choose careers in the health professions we must offer a well-
planned curriculum with extracurricular experiences that engage their attentions and exercise their talents. 
We must be sure they leave us with both the skills and the personal qualities that will carry them to fulfill 
their dreams. As we celebrate the success of our 38 graduates we are already thinking about the 40 
students who will join us in the fall.  We approach the coming year with optimism and confidence, 
knowing that we have in place the leadership, the faculty and the staff who will serve them well.   
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Appendix One 
About Our School 

Overview 
The Health Careers Academy is a Horace Mann Charter School serving students who aspire to careers in 
the health professions. The Academy enrolls approximately 188 students in grades nine through twelve 
and is located on the campus of Northeastern University.  

Eligibility 
The Academy accepts students in grades nine through eleven who are residents of Boston.  Students are 
accepted without regard to prior academic achievement.   

Enrollment Process 
The annual enrollment lottery is held in March of each year.  Students are entered in the lottery only if 
they have completed the HCA written application and attended a scheduled information session to learn 
more about the school. First priority is given to siblings of currently enrolled HCA students.  Second 
priority is given to students who are enrolled in the Boston Public Schools.  Third priority is given to 
students who are enrolled in other schools in Boston, or who are entering the city for the first time.  If 
there are more applicants than available spaces, a ranked waiting list is maintained.  When spaces become 
available, students are invited to enroll in the order they were placed on the waiting list.    

The Academy holds at least three public information sessions each year for prospective students and their 
families. If necessary, additional information sessions or meetings are held for students who apply after 
the annual lottery.  Students find out about the school through direct mailings to eighth grade students, 
through local newspaper advertising, through mailings sent to middle school guidance counselors, and 
through school choice information prepared by the Boston Public Schools.   

The Academy received 210 applications for the 2002/2003 school year.  Of these, 40 were accepted and 
170 were placed on the waiting list.  Many more applications are received after the lottery, particularly 
after the close of the school year.  A subsequent lottery is held each August to add these students to the 
active wait list.   

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
Current Applicants 198 9 2 1 
Enrolled Before Year End 40 4 0 0 
New Wait List Additions 158 9 2 1 
Total Wait List 158 53 23 6 

School Year 
The Academy followed the Boston Public Schools calendar for the 2001/2002 school year and will do so 
again in 2002/2003.  School will open on September 4, 2002 and will end on June 20, 2003, or on day 180 
if school cancellations require extension of the school year.       

School Day 
During the 2001/2002 school year Academy students attended classes from 7:30 until 2:30 each day 
except Wednesdays, when the school day ended at 1:30.  The Academy expects to follow the same school 
day in the 2002/2003 school year.   
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Appendix Two 
About Our Students 

Enrollment Race/Ethnicity 
38 Grade 9 Students 74% African American 
62 Grade 10 Students 18% Latino 
40 Grade 11 Students 4% Caucasian 
38 Grade 12 Students 3% Asian 

1% Other 

Linguistic Minority Residence 
44 Students whose native or dominant 40% Dorchester 

language is not English 15% Roxbury 
16% Mattapan 

43% Spanish 9% Hyde Park 
20% Haitian Creole 6% Roslindale 
16% Cape Verdean 3% Jamaica Plain 
21% Other - French, Hindi, Nigerian, 11% Other Boston Neighborhoods 

Russian and Portuguese 

Gender  Economics 
25% Male 39% Eligible for Free Lunch 
75% Female 13% Eligible for Reduced Price Lunch 

Average Daily Attendance 
171 Students 

Average Daily Membership 
179 Students 

Average Attendance Rate 
95.1% 

Individual Education Plans 
0 Prototype .1 
7 Prototype .2 
3 Prototype .3 
0 Prototype .4 

These students are supported by our 
Special Education teacher and are 
included in the regular education 
classroom, along with many others who 
have special learning needs. 

Suspensions Withdrawals 

10 Out of School Suspensions 3 Relocated Outside Boston 
2 In School Suspensions 2 Admitted but Never Attended 
11 Students Suspended 5 Transferred to Another School 
53 Days of Suspension  in Boston 

3 Withdrew Without Transfer to 
 Another School 
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Appendix Three 
About Our Graduates 

The Health Careers Academy graduated 38 students on June 12, 2002 in a ceremony held in the Blackman 
Auditorium on the campus of Northeastern University.  These students participated in a variety of college 
exploration activities and were supported in their application efforts with a college writing course in the 
fall. This year 95% of our graduates plan to pursue higher education in the fall.  Many will be the first 
from their family to graduate from high school and move on to college.  

HCA students will be matriculating at the following colleges and universities in the fall of 2002: 

· American International College (2)

· Becker College (1) 

· Benjamin Franklin Institute (3)

· Bunker Hill Community College (3) 

· Bryman Institute (1)

· City Lab Academy (1) 

· Clark University Atlanta (2)


· Hampton University (1)

· Northeastern University (3) 

· University of Massachusetts – Amherst (1) 

· University of Massachusetts – Lowell (10) 

· Johnson & Wales (1) 

· Marymount (1) 

· Salem State (5)

· University of Massachusetts – Boston (1) 


HCA students were also accepted at the following college, universities and higher education programs: 

· Albany College of Pharmacy

· Andrews University

· Assumption 

· Atlantic Union 

· Bay State College

· Becker College

· Berkshire College

· Bethume Cookman College

· Boston University

· Bridgeport University

· Bridgewater State College

· Fitchburg State College

· Framingham State College

· Hartford University


· ITT Technical Institute 
· Lincoln University 
· Massachusetts College of Pharmacy 
· Morris Brown 
· Mount Ida College 
· Newbury College 
· Oakwood College 
· Pine Manor College 
· Regis College 
· Rivier College 
· University of Hartford 
· University of New Haven 
· Wheelock College 
· Worcester State 

We are impressed by the commitment our graduates have shown to further their education.  We applaud 
their focus and the effort expended toward reaching their goals.  We believe that they have set a high 
standard for those who will follow in their footsteps. 
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Appendix Four 
About Our Faculty and Staff 

The members of the faculty and staff of the Health Careers Academy are our greatest strength. They bring 
a rich diversity of life and work experiences to our school community.  They share a common passion for 
urban education and a commitment to the success of our students and our school.   

English Department 

Edith Fenton is certified in English and Social Studies.  Ms. Fenton joined the Academy in 1998 and has 
focused on the ninth grade English curriculum.  She has taught for more than twenty years.  Ms. Fenton 
received her Bachelor’s degree from George Washington University and her Master’s from Columbia 
University’s Teacher’s College.  Her specialty is literature.  Ms. Fenton will join the ranks of the retired at 
the end of this school year. 

Mia Manduca is certified in English, Art, French and German.  Ms Manduca has been with the Academy 
since September of 1997.  She received her Bachelor’s degree from the University of Massachusetts and 
has a Master’s degree in Education from Harvard University.  Her specialty is writing.  Ms. Manduca has 
also functioned as our year book and senior advisor. 

Lani Radack joined our faculty in September 2001 to teach English language arts. Ms. Radack completed 
her Bachelor’s degree at Skidmore College with a double major in Sociology and Women’s Studies.  She 
received highest honors for both majors.  Ms. Radack is the advisor to the drama club, and gay/straight 
alliance, which is a part of the safe schools program.   

Andrew Zwart joined our faculty in September 2001 to teach English.  Mr. Zwart received his Bachelor’s 
degree from Calvin College, majoring in English.  He is the advisor to the Chess club. 

Mathematics Department 

Samuel DePina joined the staff of the Health Careers Academy in November 2001 as a part-time 
instructor of pre-calculus. Mr. DePina has an undergraduate degree in Economics and a Masters of 
Education from the University of Massachusetts at Boston.  He teaches math full-time at Boston Evening 
Academy.  He is also a member of the Diamond Educators mentoring program for Boston area teachers. 
Mr. DePina is currently enrolled at Northeastern University in the Principal Residency Network 
certification program, which will be completed is August 2002.   

Francis Harris was an instructor at Northeastern University for three years.  Mr. Harris joined our faculty 
in September 1999. He has an undergraduate degree in Business Administration and a Master’s degree in 
Economics from Northeastern University. He is currently pursuing certification in secondary mathematics.  
Mr. Harris also functioned in the role of co-coach of intramural sports. 

Photina Ree joined the faculty in September 2001 to teach math.  Ms. Ree received her Bachelor’s degree 
from Harvard Extension school, where she majored in Natural Sciences.  Ms. Ree left HCA during the 
school year to pursue other employment opportunities. 
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Stephanie Sibley holds a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics from the University of Tampa and a 
Masters of Education from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.  Before coming to Health Careers 
Academy, Ms. Sibley taught Math for several years and was the Program Director of the Mathematics 
Department at a Boston Public School.  Ms. Sibley joined the staff of the Health Careers Academy in 
September 2001.  She is the Math, Science, and Technology Specialist, our MCAS Support Program 
Coordinator, and a Math teacher. 

Raza Syed has held positions of part-time instructor since 1991 at Ohio University and Northeastern 
University.  He has taught courses in Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Physics at the High School 
and undergraduate levels.  Mr. Syed holds a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering and Master’s 
degrees in Mathematics, Physics and Electrical Engineering.  He is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Physics 
with an anticipated completion date of December 2002. He joined the staff of Health Careers Academy in 
September 1999 as a part-time Mathematics instructor. 

Science, Health and Technology Departments 

George Alvarez joined the faculty in September 2000 to teach health careers, health ethics, and health 
education. Mr. Alvarez holds a Bachelor’s degree in Health Education from the University of 
Massachusetts and a Master’s degree in Education from Cambridge College. 

Kelly Corrigan joined the Academy in September 1997 to teach technology and reading.  Ms. Corrigan 
earned her bachelor’s degree in English from Assumption College.  She completed a Northeastern 
University certification program in technology and will be certified in K-12 technology. 

Marni Griffin is certified in physical education and health.  She joined the Academy in September 1998. 
Ms. Griffin earned her Bachelor’s degree in Physical Education from Boston University.  She will leave 
the Academy in June 2002 to pursue other interests.   

Seneca King has been with the Academy since September 1996. Ms. King holds a Bachelor’s degree in 
Biology from the University of the West Indies and a Master’s degree in Educational Psychology from 
Andrews University.  Ms. King teaches biology and chemistry and is a member of the HCA Chorus. 

Shari Weaver joined our faculty in September 2000 to teach integrated science and physics.  Ms. Weaver 
is certified in middle and high school biology.  She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Marine Biology from the 
University of California and a Master’s degree in Biology from Boston University. 

Social Studies Department 

Stanley Porter joined the Academy in September 1998 to teach world history.  Mr. Porter earned his 
Bachelor’s degree in African-American Studies and Sociology from Brandeis University.  He has 
provisional certification in Social Studies. Mr. Porter is the director of the HCA Chorus. 
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Angela Hedley joined our faculty in September 2001 to teach history.  Ms. Hedley received her 
Bachelor’s degree from the University of Buffalo, where she majored in Economics.  She received her 
Masters of Education in Curriculum and Instruction and Secondary History Education from Northeastern 
University in December 2001.  

Jami Maskey joined our faculty for the 2001/2002 school year teach history.  Ms. Maskey holds a 
Bachelor’s degree in History from UCLA and a Master’s degree in Speech and Interpersonal 
Communications from NYU.    

World Languages 

Cara Livermore joined the Academy in September 1999.  Ms. Livermore is certified to teach Spanish and 
English from the University of Wisconsin.  She also holds a Master’s degree in Education from Harvard. 
After teaching on a part-time basis during the 2000/01 school year Ms. Livermore rejoined the Academy 
as a full-time teacher in September 2001 

Julie Caldarone joined our faculty in September 2000. Ms. Caldarone has provisional certification with 
advanced standing in Spanish, grades 5-12.  She holds a Bachelor’s degree in International Business from 
Northeastern University, a Master’s degree in Business Administration from Suffolk University, and a 
Master’s degree in Teaching from Simmons College.   

Student Support Services 

June Jacquard joined the Academy in September 2000 as our Special Education Coordinator.  Ms. 
Jacquard has worked in special education for more than 15 years, in inclusion, resource room, and 
substantially-separate settings. She holds a Bachelors degree in Education from the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha. 

Luella Ferrill Carter is our Clinical and Academic Coordinator for juniors and seniors.  Ms. Carter is a 
licensed social worker who has been working with adolescents for many years.  She joined the Academy 
at its inception in September 1995. Ms. Carter holds a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology from the 
University of the District of Columbia and a Master’s degree in Social Work from Simmons College.  

Carmen Calderon O’Hara is our Family and Clinical Services Coordinator for freshmen and 
sophomores. Ms. O’Hara is a licensed social worker.  She has been working with adolescents for the past 
nine years, and joined the Academy in September of 1997.  Ms. O’Hara has an undergraduate degree in 
Psychology from the University of Massachusetts and a Master’s degree in Social Work from Boston 
College. 
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Administration 

Albert Holland is the Executive Director/Headmaster of Health Careers Academy. Mr. Holland joined 
the Academy in August of 2001.  He comes to the Academy after a long tenure with the Boston Public 
Schools, as high school Headmaster for many years and most recently as Executive Assistant to the Chief 
of Staff in the Superintendent’s Office.  His primary responsibility was toward the development and 
support of pilot schools and Horace Mann Charter Schools in Boston.  He holds an honorary Doctor of 
Public Service degree from New England School of Law; a Master’s in Criminal Justice Administration 
from Northeastern University; and a Bachelor’s in Theology and in Education from Berkshire Christian 
College.   

Peggy Pickering has worked in education for the many years, in both teaching and administrative 
capacities.  She holds a Bachelor’s degree from the University of Michigan.  Since September 1995 she 
served as the Assistant to the Director of HCA.  Beginning in July 2000 Ms. Pickering served as the 
Interim Director of the Academy.  She assumed the role of Program Director in September 2001.  

Caren Walker is the Assistant Headmaster for Curriculum and Instruction.  Ms. Walker joined the 
Academy in September 2001.  She has spent many years in the Boston Public Schools, first as a middle 
school teacher of math and science, subsequently as a curriculum coordinator in math and science, and 
then as a cluster coordinator.  She holds a Master’s in Education and a Bachelor’s of Science from the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.  She is currently a fourth year doctoral student at the University 
of Massachusetts in Boston, in the Leadership in Urban Schools program.  

Diane Bassett is the Coordinator of Planning and Development.  Ms. Bassett has been with the Academy 
since its inception.. She served on the original planning committee for the school, spent a year as acting 
Director and has been an integral member of the administration team.  She holds a Bachelor’s degree from 
Tufts University and a Master’s degree in Public Health from the University of California at Berkeley. 

Hilary White joined the faculty in August 2001 as staff assistant.  Ms. White received her Bachelor’s 
degree from Northeastern University, where she majored in Health Care Management. Her professional 
specialization is in community health.  Ms. White serves as advisor to some of the students. 
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Appendix Five 
About Our Board of Trustees 

The Health Careers Academy is governed by a Board of Trustees that broadly represents the members of 
the HCA community.  During the 2001-2002 school year there were eleven trustees.  The Board meets in 
scheduled session ten times each year, on the second Wednesday of each month from 6:00-8:00 PM. 
Meetings are open to the public and are held in room 529 Columbus Place on the Northeastern University 
campus.  Members serve two-year terms.  Faculty, staff, student and parent representatives are selected by 
their peers.  Other members are appointed by the Chairperson following an open nomination and voting 
process. 

Name Expiration of Term 
Office Affiliation Committees 

Bildade Augustin HCA Grade 12 Student June 2002 

Edward Downie Community Member Finance Committee 
Social Worker 

Elmer Freeman Executive Director Permanent Appointment 
Chairman Center for Community Health  Evaluation Committee 

Education, Research and Service 

Gina Guerrier HCA Grade 12 Student June 2002 

Albert Holland Executive Director/Headmaster  Permanent Appointment 
Health Careers Academy 

Tom Kieffer Executive Director 
Southern Jamaica Plain Health Center 

Seneca King Science Teacher June 2002 
Health Careers Academy 

Valerie Lake-Hart Parent Representative 

Vincent Lee Independent Consultant Evaluation Committee 
Treasurer Finance and Accounting Finance Committee 

Mary Watson Dean, Bouve School of Health 
Professions, Northeastern University 

Eileen Zungolo Dean, College of Nursing, Evaluation Committee 
Northeastern University June 2002 
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Appendix Six 
Promotion and Graduation Requirements  

The Academy has established a rigorous, college preparatory curriculum as the standard for all students. 
When needed, we make adjustments to the sequence of courses to accommodate the readiness and skills 
of individuals. All students, however, are held to the same promotion and graduation standards.   

Health Careers Academy Standard Curriculum 

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 
Core Academic Courses 

English 
World History 1 
Integrated Science 
Integrated Math 1 

English 
World History 2 
Biology 
Integrated Math 2 

English 
US History 
Chemistry 
Advanced Algebra or 
Pre-Calculus 

English 
History Seminar 
Physics or Anatomy 
Health Statistics or Calculus 

Required Courses 

Health Education 
Technology 
Physical Education 

Health Careers 
World Language 1 
Physical Education 

Health Ethics 
World Language 2 

Medical Terminology 
Senior Seminar 

Elective Courses 

The balance of the academic program, especially in grades 11 and 12, includes elective courses that 
vary from year to year based on student and faculty interest. 

Graduation Requirements 
· Students must pass all core and required courses with a grade of 60 or higher in order to graduate.  
· Failure of elective courses will not affect a student’s graduation but will adversely affect the grade 

point average.   

Promotion Requirements  
· 	 Students must pass at least three of four core academic courses by August of each year in order to be 

promoted to the next grade level.  We believe that failure of core academic courses is a strong 
indicator that a student is not yet ready to pursue the curriculum that is expected in the next year.   

· 	 Students who have failed two or more core academic courses at the end of August will be retained and 
will repeat all courses for that grade level. 

· 	 Failure of required courses may also result in retention, especially if the next course depends on 
knowledge or skills from the failed course, and especially if a student has also failed a core academic 
course. These situations require individual discussion and decisions. 

The Academy shares these standards with students and parents to gain their support, and will use them 
with college admissions counselors to promote understanding of our rigorous academic program. 
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Appendix Seven 
HCA Accountability Plan   

Detailed Performance Standards 

STUDENT ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 

Objective 1: HCA will prepare and graduate skilled readers 

Performance Standard 1 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCA grade 12 students will perform in level two or 
better on the reading portion of the MCAS examination.   

Performance Standard 2: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCA graduates will read at tenth grade level or 
better as measured by the SRI assessment test. 

Performance Standard 3: 
Each year, each cohort of HCA students in grades nine through eleven will demonstrate improvement of 
at least 10 percentile points in their median percentile score on the reading portion of the Stanford 9 
examination.   

Performance Standard 4:   
Each year, a smaller percentage of HCA students in each cohort in grades nine through eleven will 
perform in level one on the reading portion of the Stanford 9 examination, reaching a target of not more 
than 10% of Grade 11 students by June 2003.     

Performance Standard 5: 
Each year, 90 percent of all HCA students will demonstrate improvement in reading proficiency of at least 
one grade level as measured by the SRI assessment test.   

Objective 2: HCA will prepare and graduate skilled writers. 

Performance Standard 1:   
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of HCA grade 12 students will perform in level two or 
better on the writing portion of the MCAS examination.   

Performance Standard 2: 
Each year, a smaller percentage of HCA grade 10 students will perform in level one on the writing portion 
of the MCAS examination.   

Performance Standard 3: 
Using a writing assessment rubric created by HCA teachers, each year a higher proportion of HCA 
students in each grade level will reach the performance level of proficient. 
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Objective 3: HCA will prepare and graduate students with strong math competency. 

Performance Standard 1:   
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCA grade 12 students  will perform in level two or 
better on the math portion of the MCAS examination.   

Performance Standard 2:   
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90 percent of all HCA graduates will take and pass pre-calculus.   

Performance Standard 3: 
Each year, each cohort of HCA students in grades nine through eleven will demonstrate improvement of 
at least 10 percentile points in their median percentile score on the math portion of the Stanford 9 
examination.   

Performance Standard 4:   
Each year, a smaller percentage of HCA students in each cohort in grades nine through eleven will 
perform in level one on the math portion of the Stanford 9 examination, reaching a target of not more than 
10% of grade eleven students by June 2003.   

Objective 4: HCA will graduate students who are prepared for college.   

Performance Standard 1:   
By the end of year five (June 2003), 90% of HCA graduates will apply to four-year colleges.  

Performance Standard 2: 
By the end of year five (June 2003), 70% of HCA graduates will be accepted to four-year colleges.   

Performance Standard 3: 

The median combined verbal and math SAT score for HCA grade 12 students will increase each year by

at least 50 points toward a combined median of 1000. 


Objective 5: HCA will graduate students who have knowledge of diverse health careers 
    pathways. 

Performance Standard 1: 

By 2003, 90 percent of all HCA grade 12 students will pass with a grade of C or better a four semester 

course sequence in health education and health careers.   


Performance Standard 2: 

By June 2001, every HCA graduate will prepare and present to a group of faculty, staff and peers an 

independent research project on a health career or health care issue of his/her choice. 
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STUDENT NON-ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE   


Objective 1: HCA students will uphold high standards of behavior. 

Performance Standard 1:  
The number of out-of-school suspensions will decrease each year. 

Performance Standard 2: 
The number of incidents requiring intervention of NU or Boston police will decrease each year. 

Performance Standard 3: 
The number of students transferred out of HCA for safety/disciplinary reasons will decrease each year 
toward a goal of not more than 2 per year by 2003. 

Objective 2: HCA students will use health careers exploration activities to identify career 
options and define career interest. 

Performance Standard 1:   
By year 5 (June 2003), 75% of HCA seniors will have completed at least two health careers internships. 

Performance Standard 2:   
Each year 80 percent of HCA internship host sites will renew their participation for a subsequent 
internship cycle. 

Performance Standard 3: 
90% of HCA students who participate in internships will evaluate favorably their internship learning 
experience. 

Performance Standard 4: 
All HCA students who participate in internships will establish written learning goals prior to each 
internship experience. 

Performance Standard 5: 
All HCA students who participate in internships will be able to articulate in writing the knowledge and 
experience gained during their internship experience. 

Performance Standard 6: 
All HCA students will participate in at least one non-internship health exploration activity each year (i.e. 
CPR course, ER/Hospital visit, shadowship, health professions forum/workshop, health 
promotion/education volunteer activity, etc.).   
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Performance Standard 7: 
By June 2003, at least 50 percent of HCA graduates who have been accepted to college will identify a 
health profession (nursing, pharmacy, pre-med etc.) or related academic field (biology, chemistry, 
biotechnology etc.) as their intended major.   

Objective 3: HCA will engage students in after-school and summer extracurricular  
activities that promote leadership and youth development. 

Performance Standard 1: 

The number of HCA students who participate regularly in at least one HCA-sponsored after-school 
activity will increase by at least 5% each year, toward a goal of 80 percent participation among all 
students. 

Performance Standard 2: 
Every year on the annual student survey, a higher proportion of HCA students will evaluate favorably their 
HCA-sponsored extracurricular activities. 

FISCAL MANAGEMENT 

Objective: The Academy will be a responsible financial organization.  

Performance Standard 1: 
The Academy will operate within the limits of its funds from all sources in every fiscal year.   

Performance Standard 2: 
The Academy will complete a satisfactory independent financial audit each year.   

Performance Standard 3: 
The Academy will succeed in its efforts to raise supplemental funds from private and public sources.   

STUDENT ENROLLMENT/DAILY ATTENDANCE 

Objective:   The Academy will manage enrollment and attendance to assure  maximum  
opportunity for interested students.   

Performance Standard 1: 
HCA will maintain enrollment within 2% of the enrollment target established each year with the Boston 
Public Schools. 

Performance Standard 2: 
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HCA will maintain an active waiting list of not less than 10% of targeted enrollment for grades nine 
through eleven.   

Performance Standard 3: 
HCA will maintain average daily attendance in excess of 95%. 

Performance Standard 4: 
Transfers/Withdrawals from the Academy to other schools in the Boston area will not exceed 5 percent in 
any school year. 

SCHOOL GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 

Objective: The Academy Board of Trustees will actively support the development and  
   implementation of the school program.   

Performance Standard 1: 
The HCA Board of Trustees will conduct a formal evaluation of the Director every year. 

Performance Standard 2: 
The HCA Board of Trustees will meet with a quorum of members present not less than 10 times per year.   

Performance Standard 3: 
No member of the HCA Board of Trustees will miss more than two meetings in any school year.   

Performance Standard 4: 
The Board of Trustees will approve an operating budget and program for the Academy not later than June 
30 of each school year.   

Performance Standard 5:   
The Board of Trustees will approve and submit an annual report of operations to the Department of 
Education in August of each school year.   

STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND COMPETENCY 

Objective:  The Academy will support the professional growth of each staff member  
in ways that are consistent with mission of the school.   

Performance Standard 1: 
All HCA staff members will develop and secure the Director’s approval of an annual professional 
development plan within the first two months of each school year.   

Performance Standard 2: 
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All HCA staff members will pursue professional development activities each year consistent with the 
priorities, needs and interests identified in their individual professional development plans.   

Performance Standard 3: 
All HCA staff members will receive a formal written performance evaluation not less than annually.   

PARENT/GUARDIAN INVOLVEMENT  

Objective:  The Academy will build strong home/school partnerships to support  
the success of every HCA students. 

Performance Standard 1: 
By the end of year 5 (June 2003) the leadership, administration, and initiative for the Parent’s Forum will 
come from parents and guardians, not HCA staff members.   

Performance Standard 2: 
Each year the proportion of parents who attend parent/teacher conferences will increase toward a goal of 
80% in grades 9 and 10, and 60 % in grades 11 and 12. 
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Appendix Eight 
Income Statement 

Preliminary Statement of Actual FY 2002 and Budgeted FY 2003 

Actual 2000/2001 Budgeted 2002/2003 

Revenue 

BPS Tuition and Support $ 2,104,612 2,085,840 
State/Federal Grants $ 121,784 154,386 
Private Grants and Donations $ 62,350 25,000 
Other Funds $ 84,640 0 

Total Revenues $ 2,373,396 $2,265,226 

Expenses 

Salary – Administration $ 400,112 355,012 
Salary – Instruction $ 975,387 1,101,111 
Salary – Student Services $ 141,644 147,047 
Benefits $ 210,773 217,064 
Contracted Services $ 58,525 305,230 
Instructional Supplies/Equipment $ 82,010 28,700 
Facilities $ 135,651 109,500 
Other $0 0 

Total Expenses $ 2,148,382 $2,263,665 

Earnings (Loss) From Operations 
$ 225,012 $ 1,561 
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Appendix Nine 
Year End Balance Sheet 
June 30, 2001 and 2002 

Period Ending Period Ending 
June 30, 2001 June 30, 2002 

ASSETS 
Current Assets 

Cash 
Grants Receivable 
Accounts Receivable 

Property and Equipment 

Leasehold Improvements 
Equipment 
Less Accumulated Depreciation 

Total Assets 

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 

$ 64,717 
$ 3,266 

$ 195,551 

$ 1,504 
$ 23,766 
$ 11,828 

$ 276,976 

$ 147,907 
$ 117,968 
$ 82,040 

$ 29,951 
$21,832 
$ 17,301 

$ 382,397 

Current Liabilities 

Accounts Payable $ 46,054 $100,596 
Owed to BPS $ 193,328 $0 
Deferred Revenue $ 10,155 $ 27,935 

Net Assets 

Operating $ 13,997 $ 28,853 
Profit (Loss) for Period $ 13,442 $ 225,012 

Total Liabilities and  $ 276,976 $ 382,397 
Net Assets 
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